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ish Insulated Callender’s Cables Limited, Lon 
don, England, a company of Great Britain 
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This invention is concerned with the slitting of 
lengths, e. g., tubes or strips, of electric insulating 
material and provides an improved method of 
carrying out this operation. In this method a 
line of weakening in the length is produced by 
subjecting it to a concentrated ?eld alternating 
at high frequency and moving the length forward 
through this ?eld and thereafter tearing it along 
the line of weakening. The field is concentrated 
in a narrow line and produces closely localised 

_ heating of the material accompanied by softening 
and a consequent substantial local reduction of 
strength, Accordingly, when the material on the 
two sides of the line of weakening is pulled in 
opposite or divergent directions it readily tears 
at that line. ' 
The invention is particularly useful in remov 

ing a covering, for instance a sheath of thermo 
plastic material, such as polyvinyl chloride com 
pound, froman electric wire or cable both here¢ 
inafter included in the term “cable” for the sake 
of brevity. It permits this operation to be per 
formed without injuring or even disturbing the 
enclosed core, or conductor, or groups of these. 
There is no penetration of the covering by any 
part of the apparatus, such as takes place when 
cutting by a blade or the action of a hot wire. 
"The-method maybe carried out by passing the 

tube or strip ?rst between two electrodes, which 
are narrow transverse to the direction of move 
ment, and then through tearing means. The lat 
ter may be an arrangement of pulling rollers, or 
may even be the hands of the operator. Appro 
priate means are provided for feeding high fre 
quency current to the electrodes. In the case of 
stripping a cable, the conductor or conductors 
within the covering to be removed may serve as 
one of the electrodes, the electric field being made 
to extend radially therefrom to a narrow external 
electrode, which is preferably in close contact 
with the outer surface of the covering. 
Various forms of apparatus for carrying out 

the invention will now be described by way of 
example with the aid of the accompanying draw 
ings, wherein, 

Figure 1 is a diagrammatic view, partly in sec 
tion, of an electrode arrangement for dealing 
with a ?at strip of material, ‘ . 
Figure 2 is a diagrammatic view of one form 

of cable-stripping apparatus,v - 
Figure 3 is a sectional elevation on an enlarged 

scale as compared with Figure 2, of. the electrode 
pulley of the apparatus‘ shown in that ?gure, 
Figure 4 is a circuit diagram showing how the 
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high‘ frequency supply is interlocked with the 
cable movement, 
Figure 5 is a diagrammatic view of a second 

form of cable-stripping apparatus, 
Figures 6 and '7 are, respectively, side and end 

elevation-s, partly in section and on an enlarged 
scale as compared with Figure 5, of the electrode 
pulley of the apparatus shown in that ?gure, 
Figure 8 is a circuit diagram showing the ar 

rangements for the supply of high frequency cur 
rent to the electrode pulley shown in Figures 6 
and 7. 
The electrode arrangement for dealing with ?at 

strip, that is shown in Figure 1, essentially com 
prises a number of pairs of circular electrodes‘! 
and 2, the number depending upon the maximum 
number of lines of weakening that is required to 
be produced. The electrodes l and 2 of each pair 
are rotatable in a common plane about their re 
spective axes which are so spaced as to leave 
between the peripheral surfaces of the pair a 
gap equal to or preferably slightly less than the 
thickness of the flat strip 3 of material to be 
passed between them.’ The electrode 2 of each 
pair is at' earth or earthy potential and the other 
I is connected to the high tension side of a source 
of high frequency supply '4. A field is thus estab 
lished in the direct line between the electrodes 
of each pair through the sheet material, as it 
passes between them. As will be seen the circular 
electrodes take the form of thin metal discs sepa 
rated by thick discs 5 of insulating material which, , 
with end discs 6, serve to \apply a guiding pressure 
to the strip 3. The assemblies of thin metal discs 
and insulating discs form a pair of insulating 
rollers with ‘peripheral electrodes at intervals 
along their lengths. In some cases it may be 
preferable to leave the strip in the immediate 
region of the electrodes free of support by cutting 
away the edges of the adjacent insulating discs 
as shown at ‘I in Figure 1. Alternatively, the 
insulating discs of the lower roll of a pair may be , 
so cut away and those of the vupper roll be com 
pletely dispensed with. It will be appreciated 
that the disc arrangement has the advantage that 
rolls with diiferent numbers of and variously 
spaced, electrodes can readily‘ be built up if a 
number of insulating discs of different thicknesses 

' are available. 
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The arrangement shown in Figure 2 is one for 
stripping a cable l0 following weakening along a 
single radial line. It consists of a pair of pulleys 
I l and I2 around which the cable passes in suc 
cession from a supply drum I3. The pulleys are 
so arranged that the cable makes contact with . 
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each over an arc of about 180°. The second pul 
ley if, has a metallic surface, preferably concave,‘ 
so as to fit approximately the shape of the 
stripped cable. This second pulley serves to make 

‘ ~,a capacitive connection between the conductor 
(or conductors) and one high frequencyterminal 
(preferably one at earth or earthy potential). l‘ 
The ?rst pulley .ii comprises a central thin disc 
of metal and two side ?anges of insulating mate 
rial which "\serve to locate the cable centrally 
while guiding it in contact with .the edge of the 
disc. The latter is connected with the second 
terminal of a source of high frequency supply and 
serves as the ,external electrode. The cable is 
drawn over the two pulleys in succession by a 
take-up reel l4 and, in the process, is submitted 
,for an appropriate period of time controlled by 
the speed of take-up to a narrow radially extend 

. ing high frequency ?eld which locally heats the 
cable covering and establishes a line of weakening 
through the covering. Near the point where the 
cable leaves the electrode pulley l I, the weakened 
covering I5 is torn from the cable and passes 
round a third pulley ii of relatively small diam 
eter and from thence to a secondtake-up reel ii. 
In order to obtain an appropriate tearing force 
the paying out reel It will be braked and both 
take-up reels will be driven, preferably through 
slipping couplings. 1 
The construction of the electrode pulley and its 

mounting is more clearly shown in Figure 3. The 
pulley consists of a pair of ?anges, 20 and 2 I, dis 
posed one on each side, of a metal disc 22.‘ The 
?anges and the disc are held in spaced relation 
shipby set screws 23 passing through them and 
by helical springs 24 disposed between them and 
surrounding the set screws 28. The pulley is se 
cured by screws 25 to a ?anged bush 2| which is 
axially positioned but rotatable on a cylindrical 
metal sleeve 21 mounted on an insulating support 
28. The edges of the ?anges 20 and'll are conical 
so as to form between them a V-groove of which 
the width is adjusted by the setting of the screws 
23 to suit the diameter of the cable to be stripped 

Y of its sheath and ensure that the cable is seated 
symmetrically on the periphery of the disc 22 and 
given adequate lateral support. The disc has a 
‘hub from which extends a tube 29 with a ?exible 
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‘ pulley by the motor-driven capstan “which 1211-. 
gages the stripped core of the cable. From the 
capstan the core passes to athirdtake-upreel ll, 
also driven through a slipplnl coupling. . ' 
' A preferred construction of the electrode W1?‘ 
ley suitable for use in the apparatus described in 
the preceding paragraph is shown in Figures 6 
and ‘I.’ It comprises a pair of ?anges I2 and II. 
The former is rotatably mounted on an insulating 
supportllinthesamewayasthe?angell ofthe 
pulleyv described with reference to and shown in 
Figure 3. The two flanges 32 and II are not ad 
Justable but the ?ange II is secured by screws ll 
tothefaceofanannularbossllonthe?ange 
32. The external wall of this boss forms the 
bottom wall of the pulley groove ll. of which the 
width issomewhat greater than the diameter of 

\grooveisofthesameorder. Intheinsidefaceof 
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end which makes a wiping contact with the sleeve » 
21, carrying a high frequency supply terminal II. 
In some cases, particularly for larger sizes ‘of 

‘ cables, it may be advantageous to provide two 
lines of weakening at diametrically opposite‘points 
so that the cover may be removed in two strips 
by oppositely acting similar tearing means. To 
do this, we prefer to use the apparatus shown 
in Figure 5 of the drawings. In this apparatus 
the cable is drawn off its supply reel ll round 
an earthed pulley l2 and an electrode pulley I I by 
a draw-of! capstan II. The electrode pulley ii 
is designed to impart to the cable covering two 
lines of weakening which, as the cable leaves the 
pulley, lie in a horizontal diametrical plane. 
Close to the point where the cable leaves the 
pulley are a pair of small pulleys "a and "b 
arranged one above and one below the cable. Be 
tween these pulleys and the electrode pulley the 
cable covering is split along the lines of weaken 
ing and the upper half is led round pulley Ila on 
to a take-up reel i'la and the lower round pulley 
llb on to a second take-up reel l'lb. These take 

' up reels are driven through slipping couplings, 
the power supplied being sufiicient to tear the 
weakening covering of! the cable and reel the two 
halves as the cable is drawn over the electrode 76 supply to which is obtained from a rectifier II t 
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the cable II to be stripped. Thevdepth of the 

each?angeisanahnulas-recessl‘lhavlng 
a mean diameter- approximating to the mean di 
ameterofthepulleygroove I'andadepthof 
froinonethirdtoonehaifthe?angethickness. 
Onthe opposite side ofdeach ?ange are‘a number 
of cylindricalrecesses ll whichextendtoadellth 
approximately equal to three-quarters of the 
fiangethickness. Theserecessessresixinnum-i 
ber (buttheremaybelmoreorfewerthansix) 
andaredistributeduniformlyarmmdthepulley 
axisatsradiusequaltothemeanradiusofthe 
annular recess in the opposite face. In each an? 
nularrecess ll isinserted a‘ring electrode 30 
which is made a sliding fit in its recem 81. \Its 
rear-faceis?atanditsexposedfrontfaceisof 
ridge shape to provide a blunt knife edge ll of 
circularform. Theringisretainedinitsrecess 
by plates ll each of which is-a sliding lit in its 
recess.” andissecuredtotlieringby‘ascrew 
42. The two rings II are pressed towards one 
another hy‘springs ll, onein each cylindrical 
recess between the plate ‘I and the end face of 
screw plug “- constituting an adjustable abut 
ment by which the pressure exerted on the cable 
ilbythetwoelectrodescanbemadeuniformand 
adjusted in intensity. The ring electrode in the. 
?ange I! is electrically connected with the ter 
minal II through each spring ll, its abutment ll, 
strip conductor ll and the ?angedlmsh ll. The 
other ring electrode is similarly connected with a 
smaller?angedbush “inwhichis slidablyposi 
tioned a plug 41 mounted on an insulating sup 
portllandcarryingasecondterminailt'l'he 
terminalsllandllareconnectedasshownin 
Figure 8 to opposite ends of the centre-earthed 
secondary of a high frequency transformer I. 
whose primary is connected» across the output 
terminals of a high frequency generator ll. 
Itisadvantagcoustoarrangcthatthecontrol 

of the supply of high frequency energy to the 
electrode discs or pulley is interlocked with the 
control of the movement 'of the strip or cable, 
through _ the apparatus, so that heating and 
movement are initiated simultaneously and ter 

, minated simultaneously. thus avoiding'waste of 
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the high frequency energy and overheating of the 
covering, and possibly of insulation within the 
covering, which will occur if the high frequency 
supplyismaintalnedwhilethestriporcableis 
stationaryintheapparatus. Inthearrangement. 
vshowninl'lgureLthlemotorlldr-ivingthctahe 
upreels “and II oftheapparatus shcwninl'ig 
ure2isfedfromasourceofsupplyllthrough 
contactors I‘ which ‘are closed on completion 
ofacontactorcontroicircidtllbyarelayl?the 



5 . 
whose'anode connected to a loop 58 energised by 
a coil 59 in the supply line from the oscillator II 
to the electrode pulley I I. . 
This arrangement is equally applicable to the 

cable stripping apparatus described with reference 
to and shown in Figures 5, 6 and 7, as will be ap 
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parent from Figure 8, which shows the recti?er I‘ 
51 energised from the primary or the coupling 
transformer 50. The output from the recti?er is 
utilised in the same way as shown in Figure 4. 
What we vclaim as our inventionis: 
1. A method of slitting a length of electric in 

sulating‘ material, which comprises moving the 

'10 

length forward through a concentrated high fro-7 , 
quency alternating electric ?eld to heat and 
weaken the material‘ along a narrow line, and 
thereafter tearing the material along the line 
of weakening. 

2. A method of slitting a strip of electric insu- / 
lating material, which comprises feeding the strip 

- through a high frequency electric ?eld which ex 
tends substantially normal to the surface of the 
strip and is narrow in a direction transverse to 
the direction of movementof the strip, to heat and 
weaken the'material along a narrow line, and 
causing the parts on opposite sides of the line to 
proceed in divergent directions on leaving the 
electric ?eld, thereby separating the strip along 
the line of weakening, _ 

3.‘ A method of stripping an electric cable hav 
ing a core including at least one conductor, of a 
covering‘of insulating material, which comprises 
moving the cable through a high frequency elec 
tric ?eld which extends substantially radially 
through the covering and is narrow in a circum 
ferential direction, to heat and weaken the cover 
ing along a narrow line extending longitudinally 
of the cable, and removing the’ covering by caus 
ing the core and covering‘ to proceed in divergent 
directions on leaving the electric ?eld. ' 

4. A method of stripping an electric cable hav 
ing a core including at least one conductor, of a 
covering of insulating material, which comprises 
moving the cable througha high frequency elec 
tric ?eld which extends substantially radially 
through the covering and isnarrow in a circum 
ferential direction, to heat and'weaken the cover 
ing along a narrow line extending longitudinally 
of the cable, and tearing the ‘weakened covering 
from the core by separately reeling the covering ‘ 
and the core after thel 
frequency ?eld. ' 

5. Apparatus for slitting "a length of electric 
insulating material, comprising a pair of elec 
trodes and means for establishing between them a 
concentrated high frequency electric ?eld, means 
for moving ‘the length ‘of material forward 
through the ?eld, which is narrow, in a direction 

passage through the high 

20 
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tearing thelength along the line of weakening as 
it leaves the said ?eldf j / 

'7. Apparatus for slitting a length of electric in 
sulating material, comprising a pair of insulating 
rollers rotatable about their respective axes with 
a gap between them for the passage of said ma 
terial, a pair of circular electrodes of approxi 
mately the same overall diameter as said rollers, 
housed one in each roller and ‘having thin pe 
ripheral edges which in the region of the said 
gap are in close proximity to one another,_means 
for establishing a concentrated high frequency 
electric ?eld between the said electrodes, means 
for passing the material lengthwise between said 
rolls whereby locally to subject it to the heating 
effect of the said ?eld .and to impart a line of 
weakening thereto, and means for tearing the 
said length along the line of weakening as it 
leaves the said ?eld. ' 

8. Apparatus for dividing a sheet of electric in 
sulating material into a number of strips, com 

' prising a pair of rolls, between which the sheet 
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is passed, each roll having a peripheral surface 
consisting of a numberof axially short, circum 
ferentially extending, conductive surfaces sepa 
rated-by surfaces of insulating material, the con 
ductive vsurfaces of one roll being in alignment 
with those of the other roll, means for estab 
lishing a concentrated high frequency electric 
?eld between each conductive surface of one roll 
and the neighbouring conductive surface of the 
other roll, and means on the delivery side of the 
rolls for causing the section of the sheet to one 
side of each ?eld, as it leaves the rolls, to travel 
in a sharply divergent direction to the direction 
of travel of the neighbouring section or sections, 
thereby tearing it therefro . ‘v 

9. Apparatus ‘for imparting a line of weaken 
ing to an insulating covering of an electric cable 
‘comprising at leastone conductor by passing it 

, through a. concentrated high frequency ?eld ex 
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transverse to the direction of -movement,-com- ‘ 
pared with the material, and means for causing 
parts of the material on opposite sides of a line 
of weakening produced in it by the heating effect 
of the ?eld, to diverge one from the other as'the 
material leaves the ?eld, wherebyto tear the ma 
terial alongthe line of weakening; ‘ 

6. Apparatus ‘for slitting- a length of electric ' 
insulating material, comprising a pair of circular 
electrodes with thin peripheral edges, rotatable 
substantially in the same plane about their re 
spective axes with a gap between them, means for 
establishing across said gap a concentrated high 
frequency electric ?eld, means for passing the 
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material vlengthwise between the‘ electrodes ’ 
whereby to produce ih it a line of weakening by 
the heating effect of said ?eld, and means for 75 

tending radially outwardly from‘ the cable con 
ductor or conductors to an‘external electrode, 
comprising a pair of pulleys around which the 

’ cable passes in succession, one of the pulleys hav 
ing a metallic surface for providing a capacitive 
connection between one terminal of a source of 
high frequency electric supply and the cable con 
ductor orconductors and the second pulley com 
prising a central thin disc of metal and a pair 
of side ?anges of insulating material for locating 
the cable centrally while guiding'it in contact 
with the edge of'the said disc which is connected 
with the second terminal of the source ofv high 
frequency supply and'forms the external elec 
trode. ‘ - " > - 

10. An electrode pulley for use in apparatus . 
for imparting a line of weakening to a cable‘ cov 
ering by passing the cable through a concen 
trated high frequency electric ?eld ‘extending 
radially outwards through the covering, compris 
ing a metallic disc and a pair of ?anges of insulat 
ing material disposed one on each side of said 
'disc and held in spaced relationship thereto by 
spring force and by screw-threaded members ,ex- ' 
tending between the two ?anges and passing 
through and supporting the said‘ disc, the edges 
of the insulating flanges being shaped to form be 
tween them a V-groove of which the width is 
adjusted by the setting of said threaded mem 
bers, whereby to ensure that the cable to be 
treated is seated symmetrically on the periphery _ 
of the disc and given adequate lateral support. ' 

11. An electrode pulley for use in apparatus for 
imparting a line of weakening to a cable cover 
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ing by passing the cable through a concentrated 
high frequency electric field extending radially 
outwards through the covering, comprising a cen 

‘ tral metallic disc and a pair of ?anges of insu 
lating material with bevelled edges which ‘co 
operate to form a V-groove, means for main 
taining said disc and said ?anges coaxial with 
one another and in spaced relationship, an elec 

of an electric cable by passing the cable through 
concentrated high frequency electric ?elds ex 
tending substantially radially through the ‘cover 
ing, comprising an insulated support, a grooved 

5 pulley 'rotatably mounted on said support, said 

trically insulated support, an axial extension on > 
one of said ?anges rotatably positioned on said 
support, and an axial extension on said disc pass 
ing through said axially extended ?ange and mak 
ing a sliding electrical connection with sald'sup 
Port. ' 

12. An electrode pulley for use in apparatus for 
imparting ‘a line of weakening to a cable covering 
by passing the cable through a concentrated high 
frequency electric field extending radially ‘out 
wards through the covering, comprising a central 

pulley having ?anges of insulating material which 
form the side walls of the groove and are pro 
vided each with an annular recess facing the 
middle of the groove, a pair of ring-shaped elec 

10 trodes, one housed in each of said annular re 
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metallic disc and a pair of ?anges of insulating, 
material with bevelled edges which co-operate to 
form a V-groove, means for maintaining said 
disc and said ?ange coaxial with one another 
and in spaced relationship, comprising a plural 
ity of screws passing through said disc and en 
gaging said ?anges for adjusting the spacing 
thereof and pairs of helical springs, threaded one 
pair on each screw, one spring on each side of 
said disc, for pressing said ?anges outwards from 
said disc. 

13. Apparatus for imparting lines of weakening 
to and on opposite sides of an insulating covering 
of an electric cable by passing the cable through 
concentrated high frequency electric ?elds ex 
tending substantially radially through the cover 
ing, comprising a pulley with a peripheral groove 
of which the side walls are of insulating material 
and provided each with an annular recess facing 
‘the middle of the groove, a pairsof ring-shaped 
electrodes housed one in each of said annular 
recesses. and means for pressing said electrodes 
into engagement with the surface of a cable as 
the cable is drawn over the pulley. _, 

14. Apparatus for imparting lines of weaken 
ing to and on opposite sides of an insulating cov 
ering of an electric cable by passing the cable 
through concentrated high frequency electric 
?elds extending substantially radially through 
the covering. ‘comprising a grooved pulley with 
?anges of insulating material forming the side 
walls of the groove and provided each with an 
annular recess facing the middle of, the groove, 
0. pair of ring-shaped electrodes, one housed in 
each of said annular recesses, a plurality of re 
taining plates for each electrode secured to the 
rear face thereof and each housed in one of a" 
plurality of cylindrical recesses extending from 

a the outer face of the ?ange to and ‘beyond the 
bottom of the annular recess in the inner face 
of the ?ange, and means for pressing each elec 

cesses, and means for pressing said electrodes 
into engagement with the surface of a cable as 
the cable is drawn over the pulley, means for ‘elec 
trically connecting said insulating support with 
the adjacent one of said electrodes, a second insu 
lated support located on the opposite side of the 
pulley to- the ?rst said support. and means for 
electrically connecting said second support with 
the electrode adjacent thereto. 

16. Apparatus for imparting a double line of 
weakening to and on opposite sides of an insulat 
/ing covering of an electric cable by passing the 
cable through concentrated high frequency elec 
tric ?elds ‘ extending substantially radially 
through the covering, comprising a grooved pul 
ley in which the side walls of the groove are of 
insulating material and each house a ring elec 
trode adapted to engage the surface of the cable 
as it is drawn over the pulley, and a source of 

30 high frequency electric supply, and a trans 
former having a centre-earthed secondary forv 
coupling said source to said electrodes, one of said 
electrodes being connected to one, end of said ' 

' secondary and the otherpf said electrodes to the 
35 other end of said secondary. 

17. In apparatus for imparting a line of weak 
‘ ening to a length of electric insulating material 
drawn by a motor-‘driven pulling device through 

_' a concentrated high frequency electric ?eld es 
‘0 tablished between a pair of electrodes connected 

across a source of high frequency supply, electro 
magnetically actuated contactors for controlling 
the running or the motor, a relay controlling the 
energization of the control circuits of said con 

45 tactors, and a tube recti?er for supplying current 
to operate said relay, said recti?er having its 
anode inductively coupled to the high frequency 
supply line to one of the electrodes, whereby said 
relay operates to close said contactors when said 

50 electrodes are energised, and operates to open 

b1, 

trode inwardly towards the middle of the groove, “0 
said means comprising a plurality of coil springs 
housed in said cylindrical recesses and each dis 
posed between the retaining plate therein and 
an adjustable abutment for varying the pressur 
exerted by the spring. - 

15. Apparatus for imparting lines of weakening 
to and on opposite sides of an insulating covering 

said contactors when the supply of high’ fre- 
cut of! from said electrodes. 
JOSHUA CHEER QUAYLE. 
PETER JONES. 
RUSSELL BAYLES. ' > 
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